1. Introduction 1.1. Terminals. Let G be a group and ZG be the integral group ring of G. We shall write g for the augmentation ideal of G; that is to say, the kernel of the homomorphism of ZG onto Z which sends each group element to 1. The powers g x of g are defined inductively for ordinals X by g x = g M g, if X = JJL + 1, and g x = p!/i<xÔ M > otherwise. The first ordinal X for which cj x = g x+1 is called
the augmentation terminal or simply the terminal of G. For example, if G is either a cyclic group of prime order or else isomorphic with the additive group of rational numbers then g w > çj w = 0 for all finite n, so that these groups have terminal co. The groups with finite terminal are well-known and easily described. If G is one such, then every homomorphic image of G must also have finite terminal. It follows that the derived quotient G/G r of G must be periodic and divisible.
It is simple to see that this implies g 2 = g 3 (see, for example, [3, § 4.3] ). Since the additive group g/g 2 is isomorphic with G/G\ the deduction is that G has
terminal 1 if G coincides with G' and 2 if not.
We are primarily concerned with finding all the locally finite groups whose terminals are infinite but less than co2; and with describing the terminals of such groups as precisely as possible in group theoretic terms.
The main theorem.
There are five characteristic subgroups of G which play a rôle. The first is K which is to be the intersection of all the normal subgroups X of G for which G/X is nilpotent and of finite exponent. We shall assume throughout that G/K r is periodic. One consequence of this assumption, which we prove in § 3.1, is that K r is contained in the commutator subgroup For any group X and set cô of primes, we shall write Xs for the subgroup generated by all the elements of X whose orders are finite co-numbers. Writing H for G/K', we define N by saying that N/K r is to be the product of the subgroups [H v , H q ] taken over all pairs p, q of distinct primes. The subgroup 0 is defined similarly by requiring that 0/K r is the product of all the subgroups [H p , H q , H r ] for distinct primes p, q and r. Obviously 0 is contained in N and, since two elements of a nilpotent group commute if they have coprime orders, N is contained in M.
Most of our calculations will take place inside H. In other words we shall usually be able to assume that K' is trivial. The diagram which illustrates this case may be useful.
For any right ZG-module A we define A w = A and, for non-zero ordinals X, we set A(\) = A^Q if X = JJL + 1, and ^4 ( x) = PI M <X^(M)Ô if X is a limit ordinal. The first ordinal X for which AQ,) = ^4(X+D is the G-depth of A; we shall denote it with d(A, G). For example, d(ZG, G) is none other than the terminal of G. Now K/K', as an Abelian normal subgroup of H, is an if-module in the usual way. Important for our purposes is the factor N/0. More precisely it is the iip-depths of the ^-parts (N/0) p which are significant. Accordingly we shall write Of course when G = K then G/G' is periodic and divisible and the terminal is finite.
Inasmuch as L occurs in the description when d is zero, the theorem cannot be said to describe the terminal group theoretically. However, it may well be that L and M coincide for all groups, although we have been able neither to prove nor disprove this. If the so-called dimension subgroup conjecture: that (1 + g w ) P\ G coincides with y n (G) for n = 1, 2, 3, ... : were true then there would be no doubt. On the other hand seemingly little can be deduced about dimension subgroups from knowing that L = M. Indeed the dimension subgroup question is effectively about finite prime power groups G and for these it is well-known (see, for example, [2] ) that g w is trivial. This result allows us to construct, for any given ordinal X with co ^ X < co2, a finite group whose terminal is X. Indeed if X is co then any non-trivial finite nilpotent group will do. Suppose X = co + d with d > 0. Let p be an odd prime greater than d and suppose that M is a vector space with basis Wi, . . . , m d over the field with p elements. There is an automorphism a of M defined by
so that we may form the natural split extension
It is easy to see that a v is multiplication by -1. Therefore M(a p -1) = M. It follows that M is the limit of the lower central series of G. The order of G is 2p d+1 , so that 0 is trivial. The terminal of G is therefore precisely (4) holds. To see that (3) holds, we may assume into the bargain that N is trivial. From this it follows easily that any finite homomorphic image of G is nilpotent. Hence K is the unique minimal normal subgroup of finite index in G. Because K is Abelian it must be divisible.
This shows that groups with Min-^ have terminals less than co2. We shall prove in § 3.5 that in such groups L is the same as M. Hence we may state the second
COROLLARY. If G has M'm-n and G > K then the terminal of G is oo + d if d ^ 1; if d = 0 the terminal is oe if M = N and oe + 1 if not.
That both possibilities when d = 0 can occur is easily seen. First, if G is the direct product of an Abelian ^? oe -group C and a cyclic group D of order p then M = N = 1, so that the terminal is co. Contrariwise we may take G to be the wreath product C\D. Here M = G' > N = 1, so that the terminal is co + 1.
Lower central depths.
The G-depth of a ZG-module A is plainly related to the lower central depths of the extensions of A by G. For example, if E is the split extension then its lower central depth is precisely the maximum of the lower central depth of G and the G-depth of A. In particular, therefore, if G is a group as in Theorem 1 and A is a free module then the lower central depth of E is less than a>2. This is a consequence of the theorem together with the simple LEMMA. // G/K' is locally finite and K/N is divisible then G has lower central depth at most oe + 1.
Proof. As we have remarked
Recalling that H was written for G/K' and that N/K f is the product TL p^q [H p 
That the bound GO + 1 of the lemma cannot be improved is not hard to see. Let A n be the Abelian ^-group generated by elements Xi n , x 2n , • • • , oc nn , each of order p n . This group has an automorphism y n such that [x in , y n ] = Xi+i, n (1 = i< n ) and [x nn ,y n ] = 1. Let F n be the split extension of A n by (y n ) and i 7 the direct product of the groups F n , n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . We write T for the subgroup of F generated by all the elements x nn~1 x n+ i tn+ i p 1 n -1, 2, 3, . . . . The group G = F/F has lower central depth precisely co + 1. Moreover, for this group C7 we have K = M and this is an Abelian ^°°-group. The subgroup N is trivial.
Three Module Isomorphisms

Notation.
Subsets of groups will be denoted with italic capitals. The corresponding small german letter will be used to denote the additive subgroup of the group ring generated by the elements of the set diminished by 1. For example, if X is a subgroup of G then r. = (x -1; x £ X), and this is clearly the augmentation ideal of ZX. We shall use r~ for the right ideal of ZG generated by £; thus r -= r. + jg. If X happens to be a normal subgroup of G then r~ is a two-sided ideal of ZG, to wit the kernel of the natural homomor-
When X is a normal subgroup of G we may view X/X' as a right G-module by (xX')g = x 9 X', and also as a left G-module by g(xX') = x Q~x X'. If Q = G/X then any Q-module may be considered as a G-module by means of the natural homomorphism of G onto Q. In particular ZQ is a two-sided G-module. Proof. Let T be a transversal to the cosets of X in G. The ideal r~ is the direct sum C&terp-The mapping of r~ onto X/X' determined by
induces a homomorphism of r"/£g onto X/X', which has the obvious inverse
for g in G and x in X, the lemma follows.
As an obvious consequence we state the Here G is supposed to act only on the right hand factor of the tensor product.
Proof. Again let T be a transversal to the cosets of X in G, so that f~ = ®teTp and (J -) 2 = ÇBterft-By Lemma 1, %/f is isomorphic to X/X' and so the mapping of j~ onto X/X' (x) ZQ determined by
induces an isomorphism of r~/(j~~) 2 onto X/X' (x) ZQ.
2.3. One last isomorphism of a more technical nature may just as well be stated here. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose G is the product of its normal subgroups U and V. If X is a normal subgroup of G contained in the centre of U C\ V then
Q
We note the following slight extension of Lemma 1 in Mal'cev's paper [5] . The proof is by an obvious induction on n. 
Proof. Taking V = K in the lemma and working
for all » in K and « ^ 1. But
Thus from which the result follows.
An immediate consequence of Corollaries 1 and 2 is Again from Lemma 1, or directly, if X and F are subgroups of G and Z = [X, F] then £~ ^ r~tp + *T£~-It follows quickly by induction that if T n = y n (G), then t n ^ g n . We deduce that m~ S <f. Thus Theorem 2 is really a result about periodic residually nilpotent groups. We observe that if G is periodic and residually nilpotent then G oep = G v for all p.
3.3.
For groups X and F we shall write X (x) F for the tensor product of the Abelian groups X/X r and Y/Y'. As in [7] we say that X and F are orthogonal if and only if X (g) F is trivial.
Suppose Xi, . . . , X n are finitely many subgroups of a group G and that Pi < Xi (1 ^ i £ n). Let 
If Xi is in Pi then (xi -1) . . . (x n -1) is in $>, so that the result follows.
We shall use this lemma only for rather special choices of Xi, . . . , X n . As a first example, suppose X and F are orthogonal subgroups of G. and {therefore) jctf ^ $*. If G is a finite nilpotent group then G v is a finite £>-group. As we remarked earlier, this implies § p w = 0. It follows from the lemma that çf = g w+1 = £l G .
LEMMA 6. If G is the direct product of its subgroups X t (i £ /), and if X t and X j are orthogonal whenever i 9^ j, then for all ordinals
Therefore, if G is non-trivial, its terminal is co.
Using the deeper theorem of Hartley [4] that o? = 0 if G(p) is trivial, a correspondingly deeper statement can be made. We write this as a
COROLLARY. If G is periodic and if G > K = 1, then the terminal of G is oe and g" = OE G .
Proof. Since G is residually nilpotent, it is the direct product of its subgroups As a matter of fact, if G is periodic, the intersection in Lemma 7 equals f" + 12 G . This may be seen using Hartley's theorem. We make no use of this fact however so that the proof can be omitted.
It is another application of Lemma 5 which is now needed to finish the proof of Theorem 2. We state it in a slightly more general form than is strictly necessary for this purpose because we shall later need some consequences of it. Proof. In Lemma 5 we take X 2 = . . . = X n+i = G, P 2 = .
• . = P n +i = 1 and n ^ 1. It follows that £ôV(£Ô w+1 + PÇf) is an image of
n When X/P has exponent dividing m, so does this tensor product. We deduce that (ççf + pg)/(ï9 w+1 + Pô) has exponent dividing m for each n ^ 1. The lemma now follows.
Another way of putting Lemma 8 is to say that £(g ra+1 + m n §) S £Ô* +1 + Pô when X/P has exponent m. From Lemma 7 we may deduce that of (5) will hold, similarly, when X/P is of finite exponent. Again with P = K' we may deduce that ÏÔ ^ Ô n+1 + Of 2 whenever G/K' is periodic. Since f 2 ^ g<° in these circumstances, it follows that fg ^ g<°.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. For future reference however we state the
To see (ii), we merely observe that for all n ^ 0,
by (i) and Theorem 2.
3.5. We pause briefly to prove
We may assume that M = 1. Then G is actually nilpotent and locally finite. The groups G(p) have finite index in G, so that there is a finite supplement to G{p) in G. The lemma will therefore follow from the rather more general Proof. Since G is the direct product of the subgroups G p , it follows from Lemma 6 that g
We may therefore assume that G is a ^>-group.
Let T be a transversal to the cosets of K (which is now Since g = I~ + f and i£ is central in G (by Corollary 3 to Lemma 4), 9 s ^ fg + t. Therefore f" Pi g s ^ fg + t P î~. But t P f~ = 0, and we already know that ïg S g w . Thus t~ P g s = fg. Now G/i£ is a finite ^-group so that a? ^ f~. Consequently g" = fg and the result follows from Lemma 1 with K replacing X. Proof. Since N S M and m~ S g", the terminal of G/N is also less than co2. We therefore assume that N is trivial. From Lemma 12, G is the direct product of the subgroups G P . It follows that K is the direct product of its subgroups G p (p). From Lemma 6, g x equals G) p $ p x 0 S^g^i .
Proof of Theorem 1 : Reductions
• . g Pr . Therefore each G v has terminal less than co2. Since K is divisible if and only if each G p (p) is, we may assume that G is a ^>-group.
If K is not divisible, there is a homomorphic image C of X of order p. Let <2 = G/K. From the definition of K, it follows that Q is infinite. Let B = C (x) ZQ be viewed as a G-module by the action of G on the right hand factor; thus B is isomorphic to the group algebra of Q over the field of p elements. Since Q is residually a nilpotent ^>-group of finite exponent, we deduce from [5, Theorem 2] (cf. also [4] ), that C\ n B § n is trivial. Since Q is infinite, G has no fixed points on B. Hence B has infinite G-depth. Now K (x) ZQ has B as an image and therefore it too has infinite G-depth. From Lemma 2, however, K ® ZQ is isomorphic with l~/(l~) 2 . Therefore t~ has infinite G-depth. However, Theorem 2 asserts that fg S g w ^ f~. Since G has terminal less than co2, it follows that t~ has finite G-depth. This contradiction proves the lemma. 4.3. In our present situation (i.e., K' = 1 and G locally finite) we can replace the ideal 12 G appearing in Theorem 2 by another that is easier to handle. We define Proof. Since G is periodic it is orthogonal to K/N. It follows from Lemma 5 (with n = 2, X l = K, Pi = N and X 2 = G, P 2 = 1) that (6) fg = fg 2 + tig.
From Theorem 2,
Since rt ^ A G , the left hand term here contains fg 2 + ng which, from (6), equals fg. Therefore Because C^ and G q are orthogonal, we may deduce from the corollary to Lemma 5 that tt" + M« ^ n~ + fofi c g n for all n. Since A G is generated as a right ideal by all such g p g ff and n~ ^ A G , we may write
From (7), n-+ g« +1 = vr + fg + A G g.
From (6) and (8), it follows that n-+ g» +1 = n-+ fg 2 + A G g 2 .
From (7) again we obtain the required result. It follows from (ii) that o? +n = g w+w+1 for n ^ 1 is equivalent with A G xr + n~g w = A G n~ + n"g w+1 .
Thus it is d(n -/A G n -, G) which is significant.
LEMMA 16. // 0 = 1, then d = d(xi~/A G xi~, G).
Here d is the number defined in equation (2) . We need only discuss the exceptional cases.
If g" = g w+1 then xr ^ g" +1 ; from (7) it follows that xr = xr H (f + A G )g. From Lemma 15 (ii) we deduce that xr = A G xr + n~g and from Lemma 16 that d = 0. Now I must also be contained in g 
Proof of Theorem 1 : Conclusion
Throughout this section we assume that 0 is trivial and that G is locally finite.
Proof of Lemma 16.
Since xr ^ A G , the module in question is an image of xv~/(xi~) 2 . By Lemma 2 and because N is Abelian, this is isomorphic with N ®Z(G/N).
Hence n"/(n-) 2 = 0((n-) 2 + n,-)/(n-) 2 .
The submodule A G n~/n -2 therefore splits up into the direct sum 0 ((tr) 2 + A G n,-)/(n~) 2 .
